Students Oppose Abolition of Credits; Balf at Trustees Decision on Chapel
Majority Favors More Chapel

At the request of the Faculty Committee, the President will call a meeting of students on the question of Chapel Credits, the abolition of which is much too lenient, allowing the students the privilege of attending any or no services. The overwhelming opinion of the students was that the present system is much too lenient, allowing the students to be absent from Harvard as often as two Sundays per year and still complete their requirements.

It was decided by the majority of students that the full daily personal attendance office be called daily in the chapel with compulsory attendance for all students, non-students, faculty, and administration officials. The minority felt that two compulsory services a day would be too much.

In order to facilitate the process of recording the credits, the students feel that the faculty should enter into direct negotiations with God for the purpose of hiring one of the recorded angels to handle the bookkeeping. This, it is felt, would eliminate many of the problems of the present system.

Most of the opposition to this plan comes from the Board of Trustees and the faculty, who are apparently dynamizing the chapel and the name of the college to Karl Marx U.

Famous Pipe Salesman Returns To Trinity

As the paper goes to press, one of our most prominent alumni is returning from a twenty-year vacation earned selling Gaylord pipes during his Sophomore year. Class of '51 member and former member of the "Trinity" Kulp as one of the most enterprising of theGaylord officials. Kulp persevered and eventually succeeded in selling the amazing figure of 500,000 dollars worth of famous Gaylord pipes to liberal and the even more astute upper classes. This achievement, unsurpassed in the annals of Gaylord, served to place him in the immortal column of that best-selling book, "Who's Who of American Natives." Kulp is due back in Trinity in two months.

Joining through the wilderness of Guatemala, Cuba, and Haiti, during his absence, Kulp went into business for himself and amassed an even greater fortune selling "corn-cobs" to the natives. On his return to this country, he traveled through Indian reservations swapping price with the squaws of heads. Laden with these, he set out for Australia and became the leader of that nation's dangerous mob (Continued on page 4.)

WRTC PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Monday:
8:00 a.m. Club with your host—the old green head.
8:10 a.m. Chapel Parade—NY Crimes World Roundup.
8:15 a.m. The Campus Boone.
8:30 a.m. Sports Report.
8:50 a.m. Music for Drooling.
9:00 a.m. Dilemma (that this program doesn't go on).
9:05 a.m. Your Daily Wave presents the Eddie Edd Show.
9:10 a.m. Suppy's Party.
9:30 a.m. Evening Bets Pending.
10:00 a.m. Music to Raise Hell By.
11:00 a.m. Second Addition of the Nodes Parade.
11:15 a.m. Chapel Kentucky Mare.
Tuesday:
8:30 a.m. To be announced sometime in 1948.
8:30 a.m. The Sports Quiz (or Mulling around with Mullins).
9:00 a.m. The Numbers Parade (better known as the Numbers Raquet).
10:45 a.m. Organ Melodramas with Strong Joe.
Wednesday:
8:30 a.m. Tales of the Fire Service.
9:00 a.m. Showtime FRIDAY.
9:00 a.m. Revolution of Jazz.

Trinity Embraces Coeds and Appleglot As Rollins Queens Invade Ivy Walls

Trinity is going coed. The long-awaited official announcement came this morning from the Dean's office following an all-night joint session of the Board of Trustees and the College Trustees in Seabury Lounge. As Dean Hughes hoisted the historic message from the steps of the office, Rev. Arthur Adams stood by with tears of joy coursing down his unshaven face and over, "The dream of a lifetime fulfilled."

The alert Tripes deployed its minions to obtain complete coverage and background for this, the greatest moment in Trinity's 12 1/2 years of travails. (It may be here stated that we would have sent a full team of reporters to the results of the decision had not Tripie photographer Jerry Lehrfeld been unavoidably detained in the Midtown mists to file his report with the Westminster's number one newsaper in the facing meet with the Blue and Gold.)

First reports coming in told of the stormy climax to the all-night session. The last stanzas and bilateral members of the Boards succeeded in the blizzard of 15 comedy radio from Rollins playing for a chance to enter old Trinity. "All resistance ended at 5:20 AM, Friday, April 1, 1949.

Father Noah, Appleglot Yes

When approached for an account of the meeting, J. Roaringham, Father Noah, long-time student, reportedly said to the wondcred students, who couldn't wait to take all those extra headaches, and, with no chance for interception or interregnum, a concomitantly wondrous 461/2-minute defense of the silence in toto.

The interviewer asked, "What happened to...?" and was promptly handed 367 unsourced sheets proving absolutely that Trinity's enviable nationwide NAM rating had been further enhanced by Father Noah's appointment to the Presidency. Funston's removal from the Presidentate to the Young Rumple, the Young Rample, the Young Clinton, the Young Rockefeller, the Young Kennedy, the Young McCarthy, the Young Anti-fraternity movement, the impressive total of Trinity men finding employment as junior executives, and the student legislature's passage of a Trinity bill establishing all public utilities in Connecticut. When asked for an explanation of these lurid explanations, Mr. Bishop motions toward his three secretaries holding 5 mail sacks of addressed paper, and the Tripie man to file Joseph Garcia's View from the Hill.

The New Deal government announces today that all Vietnam and all Central Africa, that President George K. Funston had promised the Senate and the world line with general Navy procedure followed with all other personal letters known to have supported Governor T. Edwin Dewey in his unsuccessful campaign for the presidency last November.

Forrestatz Expects

When asked by a Tripie reporter to disclose just what the Navy planned to do to Vietnam, an spokesman Secretary J. Gulash Forrestatz declined to hypothesize beyond the fact that 47,000-word statement issued earlier today, but it is learned from usually reliable sources that Trinity's President was about to issue a letter oflossen to all Church Headquarters and former Naval personnel now serving on Wall Street. The new appointment was unable to determine what effect, if any, this move would have on the disposition, although estimates ran all the way from zero to total baksheesh, explaining that he was unable to determine what effect, if any, this move would have on the disposition, although estimates ran all the way from zero to total baksheesh. The third metastasis will be devoted to the all-night session. The last stanzas and bilateral members of the Boards succeeded in the blizzard of 15 comedy radio from Rollins playing for a chance to enter old Trinity.

Because the introduction of coeds requires a legislative amendment to Trinity's Charter, the Tripie questioned J. Parnell Reactions, Republican leader in the Connecticut House, as to his attitude on the change. He said, "Unless Bowles kills rent control this House won't pass a damn thing, so we've got to keep an eye on that one, and that includes your female foolishness."

---

U.S. Navy Announces Funston Call Through Underpants Forrestatz

---

Degree Requirements Changed By Faculty!

Degree requirements have undergone a drastic revision at the hands of the faculty in their last meeting, the dean's office announced today. Three new required courses have been added to the curriculum and several of the former requirements dropped. Most important among the new requirements are two years of Russian to be studied in college, and one year of Hindustani literature. The Russian courses will be conducted by Igor Bolyo, who comes to Trinity from the New School for Old Studies, and will meet in the penthouse of Elton Hall. The Hindustani literature requirement may be fulfilled by being in India for six months.

Old courses being dropped are English A, Math 1, and History 1. The reason given by the faculty was lack of sufficient enrollment. The courses in religion were also discontinued, being at variance with the established traditions of the college.

---

NOTICE

All those who want to can do so at 7:30 P.M. on Monday in Goodwin Lounge.

---

Placement Office

Friday—Senior Interviews: The Modern Translation Company: Boston, 9-5 in Seabury Lozereux.
Monday—Senior Interviews: The Chicago White Sox, Inc. T. Route, 9-5 in Squash Court B.

Through Underpants Forrestatz

---

Calendar of Events

Saturday—Lacrosse game: Trinity vs. Wellesley, 9:00 P.M. F. A. T. "Tie" in the 1949 State Championship, Trinity, Navy, and University of South Outer.

Sunday—Croquet Tournament: Sigma Nu vs. Peiping State Teachers College. Saturday: 12:00 Noon. Monday: 12:00 Noon.

Wednesday, 5-Cushion Billiard Club: Cook A-25, 12:00 A.M.

March 21—Presidential Tournay, Sigma Nu vs. Peiping State Teachers College. Saturday: 12:00 Noon. Monday: 12:00 Noon.

Wednesday, 5-Cushion Billiard Club: Cook A-25, 12:00 A.M.
Boo-oo!!

The present political situation is such that it demands the attention of every clear-thinking college man. The great problems raised by the assassination of Julius Caesar and the dissolution of the Republic must be answered.

The college is presenting in the Auditorium this Thursday evening a round table discussion between Professors Netopulos, Merivian and Davis on the subject.

Professor Merriman will represent the Trinity Young Republican Club and defend Brutus and Caesar. Prof. Davis will show how the establishment of an empire under Octavian might have a far reaching effect on future history. Professor Netopulos will discuss Mark Antony's funeral oration and its effect on the situation.

Never since the death of Pompey have political affairs been in such a turmoil, and we of the Tripped strongly enjoin the student body to attend.

attended.

Professor Allen, Trinity's outstanding expert on Julius Caesar, states that this should be a stellar treat­ment of the affair. Trinity has long been a traditional Republican stronghold and if Octavian succeeds in overthrowing what little of republican government there is left, the situation may prove critical for all of us.

Carthage delenda est!

(N.K.V.D.)
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Faculty Quintet Surprises Variety With 64-53 Victory as Naylor Stars

Last Half Surge Is Too Much For Losers

By Lew N. Nollers

The Trinity quintet rallied in the second half to beat Ragin' Oustings' prime varsity outfit last Saturday night in the last of the three basketball games.

The varsity held the upper hand during the first half, and the final score of 64-53 looks like a wide margin for their opponents.

Dean Clarke Rescued By Varsity Natators After Fall in Pool

Observe, my friends, and you shall bear, the sad, and story of an athlete born but certainly not forgotten by Trinity.

It seems that one gloomy afternoon at the swimming pool, coach Joe Clarke was suddenly taken by a stream of overflowing
deadman's breath into the swimming pool. However, immediately, the smoke filled the pool, and the swimmer

The new set-up permits residents of the two cities to vote for walking to school, which therefore gives them a means to

In celebration of the centennial year of the new college, there will be constructed for her immediately. Thereupon Tony Kunkiewicz, slug­

Oosting disclosed that a 7-year old sow Kunkiewicz and his family placed 2nd in the race.

Hilltoppers Select Pig For New Mascot

A big black and yellow pig was recently selected as the new mascot for the Hilltoppers.
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Hamilton College

The new college basketball season opens on January 26, and the Hilltoppers are ready to take on the challenge.

File Revels Twin Win Over Yankees And Loss to Mets

It was another year that the Trinity College basketball fans saw their favorites win at least one upset, setting the annals of Trinity

Deans and professors of Trinity will be on hand to help the Hilltoppers in their upcoming games.

KNICKS Rack "T" Shoes

The newKnicks Rack "T" shoes are available at the campus bookstore, and they are sure to be a hit among fans.

Kunkiewicz Blasts 22-Cent Hole Thru Field House Wall During Practice

One recent afternoon Coach Dan Jessen, varsity baseball manager, was walking through the field house when he noticed

The destruction caused by the blast has damaged the walls of the field house, and repairs will be needed soon.

Army Succumbs To Trinity Ping Pong Squad By 7-2 Count

Coach Steve Nollners' ping pong team was able to defeat Army's outclassed team, 7-2, last Thursday night.

Army's Gallifa fell easy prey to Captain John Jessee, who carried the fight to his opponents and smashed out an easy 21-5, 21-15, 11-0
tie in the wars again and easily defeated Army's outclassed team, 7-2, last Thursday night.

Army's Gallifa fell easy prey to Captain John Jessee, who carried the fight to his opponents and smashed out an easy 21-5, 21-15, 11-0

The prospect is good for the upcoming season.

IT HAPPENED TODAY

20 Years Ago Today—Trinity upset Bowling Green in the semi-final Basketball
tournament at Madison Square Garden.
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5 Years Ago Today—An estimated 18,000 fans jammed Alumni Hall to see Dick

4 years Ago Today—Rick Sullivan netted 32 points for the season (17 games). The College
gave the students their 6th and last class of Christmas cards was sent.
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DELTA PHI decided to remain at the Manso over the coming vacation when it was discovered that a number of unhappy couples would be available as chambermates. Parties are now scheduled for every night, except Good Friday, with R.T.-O.D. (Bring your own soft drinks) parities especially popular. Junior wrapper Dodgers Williams announced that the house will now be able to house 34 persons. The Beta Brothers are spending the evenings working every morning down in the kitchen around 10:30. The reason is obvious. They didn’t have a kitchen before.

Brothers Filippoe and Chatter seem to like their new kitchen very much. They have spent the past week at the Manso every night and are beginning to take some chances. These new arrangements go to Brother Lob. (A.)

SAGA NU wishes to apologize for the unsuccessful party last weekend. Tommy Dorsey, who played in the Sigma Nu hall on Thursday night, did not compare with Lucky Luke. The Commie and Hereward Roth who had Gamma of the Bita perform his specialty was very disappointed in the mood of the party. Of the three hundred girls that were sent up from Sigma Nu last week, Tommy Dorsey only attracted a few. Brother Bata objected to vigorously. Brothers Nelson and Filippoe spent an exciting evening over the past weekend. Brothers Bata and Jones circulated freely among the young ladies. Brother Landers and pledges Holloway and Taylor spent the evening in preparation for the Jones examinations. The President Preston who was chaplain who graduated in 1933, was sent breakfast when the party finally ended at six A.M. (L. H. Nalls.)

THETA XI suddenly finds itself in a state of over-enthusiastic pregnancy due to the coming of Spring. Yes, in attempts to release their frustrations which were brought about by a hard Winter, brothers and pledges are currently burning out all over. No field of endeavor has witnessed this shocking alteration to a great degree as that of athletics. The past week saw a great but somewhat determined THETA XI go-scout; explained by one D. Fatfield, the end of the pin: Hookey season. On the following day however, Fatfield and his charges, switching from go-scout to pot-scout, were given a hard time up in Northampton as the hard-hitting Smiths got them good. Much to the consternation of Messrs. Bitter and Bough who have spent the last years of their lives in preparing our reports for the same St. John, such self-sacrifice, resistance. Our impotent aggregation did not make out very well at Vassar... it was indeed a rough week.

PSI EPSILON: In a recent newspaper article the inhabitants of this grand city were informed that more cigarettes; deKay returned from the Bahamas last month with an Ivy; Trubee bought a package of poppy seeds and a vat of Saniflush. The Smiff Brillouins, Hophead and Phi Fraternity had a head start on the other three clubs. R. H. Nalls and his friends are bringing up the rear outside fraternity house. They are informed that more cigarettes; deKay returned from the Bahamas last month with an Ivy; Trubee bought a package of poppy seeds and a vat of Saniflush. The Smiff Brillouins, Hophead and Phi Fraternity had a head start on the other three clubs. R. H. Nalls and his friends are bringing up the rear outside fraternity house. They are immediately over the possibility of unforeseen difficulties. Brother team, captioned by one D. Fatfield, with his Majestys battle ships was received on the mail from Florida. John Blake made out a budget; a big McCallin stopped buying equipment for the eating club. Nellie has not yet to call home; Shmooberg arrived in GA on time the other day; Brudders, Hophead and Phi Fraternity are working on Try; Trubee bought a package of poppy seeds; deKay returned from the Bahamas last month. Antepost took off his glasses; Ned and Al journeyed to Smith last weekend; Dave (x) and Skip had their eyes on Woolenam; and Major Taylor's dog was finally housebroken.

ALPHA CHI RHO: In the full moon, under the arc of letter-denting, many of the more eminent brothers worried over the fate of their sisters after attr. Their worries have become known to the City. The R. H. Nalls, in the press of Hury, S. W., has moved his engagement from 63-64 St. to 114 Vegg St., because he has been informed that we are living in America, not Florida. He is apparently finding himself a little over there; and anyway, who would ever want to go to Florida?

PSI UPSILON: In an announcement made last Wednesday, many of the more prominent brothers worried over the fate of their sisters after attr. Their worries have become known to the City. The R. H. Nalls, in the press of Hury, S. W., has moved his engagement from 63-64 St. to 114 Vegg St., because he has been informed that we are living in America, not Florida. He is apparently finding himself a little over there; and anyway, who would ever want to go to Florida?

NEW AMPHIONIKES GALLS takes pleasure in announcing its new business, Bashkash House, in the city only over the possibly uniform, back pockets, due to the recent loss of the Ellis. When the former lost her pin while the multiple party suits bright on plaster, it was finally housebroken. Way up there; and anyway, who would ever want to go to Florida?

BRAT END STARTS: A. Pappy Pappa's.

PHILIP KAPPA DELTA spent a Saturday night at the Manso, and his progress was not so much enthusiasm; more than anything else a weak but determined TV hop-scotch game, the most interesting feature of which was the following day, however, Fatfield seemed to hop-scotch to pots steadily. Given a hard Winter and during the winter months. A brilliant victory was given by the Phi Delta Fraternity. The winner is finding himself a little over there; and anyway, who would ever want to go to Florida?